Wyndham City
EVENT PLANNING GUIDE 2016
A permits and planning guide for organising events in Wyndham
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INTRODUCTION
WELCOME TO WYNDHAM
Thank you for choosing to stage your event in Wyndham City.
Wyndham City events department provides advice on delivering safe events to many external event
committees and organisations.
If you are planning on staging an event in Wyndham there are important responsibilities that you are
required to meet as the event organiser.
The Event Planning Guide should be used by event organisers as a tool to develop their event plan
and for advice on how to apply for the relevant permits.

This publication is intended as a general guide for event organisers to assist in the planning
management and promotion of their event. It does not substitute for professional advice on laws and
legislation in individual cases. If readers still have doubts they should consult the appropriate
legislation or seek professional advice. Although the information contained in the publication has
been researched and presented with due care and attention, Wyndham City Council accepts no
responsibility for any errors or omissions that may have accidentally occurred within the publication.
Information in this guide will be subject to change.

HELP
If you require further assistance with any stage of your event planning after reading this guide please
contact the events team.

Wyndham Major Events Team
03 9742 0902
events@wyndham.vic.gov.au
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SECTION ONE
PERMITS
What is an event?
An event is any organised activity held on public land where an open area, facility, venue, road or
temporary structure is to be used by more people then usually found in the location.

HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION FOR AN OCCUPANCY PERMIT FOR A PLACE OF
PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT
1. Why do I need to apply to Wyndham City Council for a permit to conduct the public event?
Section 53 of the Building Act 1993 requires the owner or agent of owner to apply for an occupancy
permit for a place of public entertainment.
Section 217 of the Building Act 1993 binds the Crown in right of the State of Victoria including a
lessee or licensee of the Crown.
A place of public entertainment is defined as:
a) A prescribed building or building in a prescribed class of buildings which is used or intended to be
used for the purpose of providing public entertainment; or
b) A prescribed place or place in a prescribed class of place which is enclosed or substantially
enclosed; or to which admission can be gained by payment of money or the giving of other
consideration and which is used or intended to be used for the purpose of providing public
entertainment.
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How do I determine if an Occupancy Permit is required?
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How do I apply for an occupancy permit?
You will need to lodge an application for an occupancy permit or for a place of public entertainment.
The application must be submitted to Wyndham City Council at least 3 weeks prior the event being
held. Failure to do so and not provide adequate information may adversely affect your application.
Your application for an occupancy permit must be accompanied by:


3 copies of site plan (drawn to scale) showing the location and boundaries of the place of
public entertainment, location of any seating stands, stages, tents, marquees or prefabricated
building, location of toilet facilities, location of water fountains/taps, location of first aid room
(s), location and width of exits/entry points, location and number or car parking (including
parking for disabled persons) for patrons and location of fire fighting equipment



A copy of an occupancy permit issued by the Victorian Building Authority for any prescribed
temporary structures



A copy of an emergency evacuation plan/procedure



A copy of the consent/requirements of the Chief Officer of the CFA



Consent from the land owner/manager



A copy of a traffic management plan



Safety office contact details



Payment of the relevant fee

See appendix 1– Occupancy permit application

HELP
Should you require further information or assistance with your application, contact:
Building Services Unit
Frank Toniato
03 9742 0712
Frank.Toniato@wyndham.vic.gov.au
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OPEN SPACE APPLICATION
To hold an event on public open space you will need to fill in an application form which will then be
assessed by a representative in the City Presentation and Recreation Department. There are Council
Guidelines which need to be adhered to whilst holding an event. Types of events considered are:
Farmers Markets, Cultural Events, Wedding Ceremonies, Cross Country Events, Charity Event & Fetes
Council Guideline

















Open space areas are public places and Wyndham City is the public authority in which control
of the location is vested.
To indemnify Wyndham City for any loss, damage or injury of any kind arising out of acts or
omissions of the applicant.
Proof of Public Liability Insurance Certificate to be provided if requested by Council.
Sole use of the requested area cannot be guaranteed as it is a public open space area.
Other groups using the area must be treated respectfully.
Areas to be utilised must be kept clean and tidy. Rubbish is to be removed from the site after
use.
No food to be cooked and sold other than on an existing Council BBQ unless a permit has
been granted by Wyndham City Council Environmental Health Department.
Signage is to be erected if required to inform the general public of any use (ie: cross country
routes).
Nothing to be placed in the ground or erected on the open space unless permission has been
granted by Wyndham City.
No stakes are to be placed in the ground of any open space area unless discussed with
Council.
If it is found that damage has occurred to any area after use, Wyndham City will notify the
user within 7 days of the event.
No vehicles allowed on open space area unless permitted by Wyndham City.
Any permission granted to use an open space will only be for the date/time stated and does
not relate to any other event or day.
Animals other than domestic household pets are not allowed on open space areas unless
permission is granted by Wyndham City.
Amplified music can only be used if Council has given prior approval.
Any electrical equipment to be used must be tested and tagged.

See appendix 2– Public Open Space Application

WHAT IS STREET TRADER?
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Registering a food van or temporary food premises with Wyndham City is now easier than selling a
batch of hot jam donuts.
Streatrader, a new statewide registration and notification scheme makes it simple for food
businesses and community groups to operate across different municipalities because they only have
to register with one.
The online system allows traders to register or notify Councils about temporary and mobile food
premises, renew their registrations and lodge statements of trade.
All food business owners and community groups who operates a food van, food stall, food vending
machine or a water transport vehicle within Victoria is now required to register their business on
Streatrader.
Once registered, traders need to lodge a Statement of Trade with Council at least five days prior to an
event outlining the location and time they intend to operate.
To register a temporary food premises or a mobile food van, visit the Streatrader website
www.streatrader.health.vic.gov.au
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HELP
Wyndham City’s Environmental Health Unit is available to provide advice to operators of food
premises who are unsure of their responsibilities. For more information please contact:
Environmental Health Unit
03 9742 0738
ehadmin@wyndham.vic.gov.au

HEALTHY EVENTS
Wyndham City is committed to the health of residents, improving the availability of nutritious and fresh food
at events as a priority.
When selecting your catering company or food vendor please read and consider the Guidelines for Food
Vendors
See appendix 3– Guidelines for food vendors
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SECTION TWO
RISK & EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
RISK MANAGEMENT
No matter the nature or size of your event, your event will have risk. It is your responsibility as the
event organiser to identify and manage these risks.
Event organisers can effectively manage risk by anticipating, understanding and making sensible
decisions on how to manage and control risk. This process is called risk management and in order to
know what risk needs to be managed a risk assessment needs to be conducted.

WHY DOES AN EVENT NEED TO MANAGE RISK?
Event sites and actives are considered to be places of work and there are industry acts, regulations
standards and guidelines that event organisers should be developing there procedures in accordance
with these documents. There are high penalties for failure to comply with regulation and the risk of
an event site being shut down by Worksafe for noncompliance.
Wyndham City takes risk management and the safety of the community seriously. When we entrust
public space to an event organiser, this in on the basis that a relevant risk assessment will be
undertaken and that the event organisers are intent upon managing a compliant and safe work place
and is equally intent on protecting the public and the asset.

WHAT IS A RISK ASSESSMENT?
A risk assessment is the process of identifying and quantifying the probability of a harmful effect to
an item or an individual. To asses risk, an objective evaluation of the risks are considered and ranked
by using a basic formula of rating the potential loss and the probability.

See appendix 4 – Example Risk Assessment Template
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
This section covers how to plan for an emergency and manage an emergency at your event and is
divided into the key areas for preparing an Emergency Management Plan.
We strongly suggest you engage a qualified and experience individual or company to undertake
develop the Emergency Management Plan.
In the event of a major incident occurring, the venue or site, is by law considered a crime scene and
come under the control of the Victoria Police. Once the emergency services arrive on site they
assume control of the situation.

HOW TO DEVELOP AN EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
With any large crowd gathering in a public space, it is imperative that you plan for an emergency,
including how to safely execute attendees.
Major and high-risk events must have a formally Emergency Response Plan developed in consultation
with emergency services representative. Once adopted, it should be made available to key on site
event personnel, stakeholder and emergency services.
In developing the emergency response plan include:
ON THE SITE PLAN
1
A grid plan of the venue and all services on your site plan
2
Assembly areas
3
Vehicle access for emergency vehicles
4
Location of onsite emergency service (if they have a presence on site)
5
First Aid and ambulance areas
IN THE DOCUMENTATION
1
Name and contacts of staff that will authorise and manage evacuation procedures
2
Details of how the event will be interrupted and people notified in the event of an
emergency
3
Detailed arrangements for onsite emergencies that do not require outside help such as
small fires
4
Specific information to hand over control to police and emergency services as required
5
Minor first aid incidents, security to manage containable incidents
6
Details of hospital prepared for a major incident
7
Details of security arrangements
8
Details of recovery arrangements
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDES
The plan should have numerous response guides, which are summaries of actions that advise staff
how to react to different scenarios. Some of the response guides will also have a checklist that should
be completed, as the staff member is making and communications decisions. The checklist will
capture important information for the emergency services.














Armed or dangerous intruder
Bomb threat
Car accident in car park
Civil disturbance
Electrical failure
Event cancelation
External emergency
Fire
Flood
Gas leak
Lost child
Person entrapment
Structural damage
`

EVACUATION PLANNING
The Emergency Management Plan will need to have an evacuation procedure and key to this is
having enough gates in position so that people can exit quickly and safely to the assembly areas. The
site plan will need to show location of the gates. Each gate must be staffed with a security guard or
responsible person who is in radio contact and familiar with the evacuation process. If they gates are
locked the person at the gate must have a key and cannot leave the position until they are relieved
and have handed over the key.
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FIRE PREVENTION PLANNING
The CFA will provide you with advice and sign off on the Fire Prevention Plan. You will need to ensure
that there is sufficient fire fighting equipment on site such as fire extinguishers, fire blankets, hose
reels and hydrants. You may be required to source a commercial water tanker. The location of the
fire fighting equipment must be included on the site plan or on a separate Fire Prevention Plan.
You will need to ensure that the extinguishers are suitable for the location. For example a generator
must have a chemical extinguisher within proximity.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
In the event of an emergency occurring at the event, it is critical that emergency services personnel
and those with the responsibility for managing the situation can communicate with each other as
well as:




Event security
Representative outside the venue
Senior event staff on-site, and

If you expect significant crowd numbers consider establishing an onsite emergency coordination
centre where representatives from emergency services, first aid, security and the event can centralise
activity, monitor communications and issues as they arrive. Thelocation of the centre should be
decided in consultation with emergency services representatives and must have back up power
supply and use more than one system of communication.
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INFECTION CONTROL
It is your responsibility to ensure that any person attending or participating in the event is not at risk
when exposed to, or handling potentially infectious substances such as bodily fluid, blood-borne
fluids, medical waste and used syringes.
Become familiar with the standard procedures of handling infectious materials or substances and
ensure that first aid providers, security and cleaner are also familiar with the procedures and have
access to the necessary equipment. Spill kits, gloves and syringe boxes should be available. If illness is
associated with the event, the communicable Disease Unit of the Department of Human Services may
be called to investigate.
For the duration for the event, monitoring should occur to ensure infection controls are in place. This
could include:






Cleaning of toilets and shower facilities
Monitoring waste disposal
Surveillance of food handling practices
Surveying the ground for needles
Surveying the site for sewerage leaks

For more information and advice on infection control refer to the ‘The Blue Book – Guidelines for the
Control of Infectious Diseases, Department of Human Services
Department of Human Services
50 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne Victoria 3000
1300 650 172
03 9096 0000
www.dhs.vic.gov.au
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SECURITY & CROWD CONTROL
With such strong emphasis on risk management and public safety, appropriate security is paramount.
Different types and scales of events require different level of security and this should be determined
as part of the Risk Assessment.
You may need to engage a security company to manage the crowd. The number of security staff you
need will depend on the number of patrons. The general rule is two security guards for the first 100
patrons and then one guard for every 100 patron, however there may be also be ratios that are
specified via Liquor Licencing Victoria. Your risk assessment will also inform you as the what the risk
levels are at certain times and in certain areas and what ‘type’ of guard you may need to reduce the
risk, i.e. Licensed crowd controller with an Responsible Services of Alcohol (RSA) Qualifications.
It is important to consult with the security company to define the role of security staff, how many
are needed for how many hours and their general position within the site.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
If your event impacts the normal use of roads in and around your event site, then you may need to
apply for permission to temporarily change the normal use of the roadways. This will involve
engaging a traffic management company to develop and implement a traffic management plan in
accordance with Australia standards.
Once you have received the Traffic Management plan you need to submit the plan along with
Wyndham’s Traffic Management Application From
See appendix 5 – Traffic Management Application from template

HELP
For more information please contact:
Engineering Services
Matthew Snaize
03 9742 0989
matthew.snaize@wyndham.vic.gov.au
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SECTION THREE
HELPFUL EVENT INFORMATION
EVENT COMMITTEES
It’s a great idea to establish a committee to help plan and stage the event. Not only will the
committee play a vital role ensuring you reach the goals for your event and achieve a successful
outcome, it’s also a good way to cover all bases, share the workload and allocate key responsibilities.
There are several important areas of event management that can be allocated to key member of the
committee.















Communications/issues management/media
Marketing and promotions
Entertainment and programming
Finance
Sponsorship
Administration
Permits and applications
Development and managing of the site
Contractor management
Traffic management
Operations – Stallholders/amenities
Insurance/risk management/ Occupational health & safety
Emergency management
Volunteers

RECORD KEEPING
Organising an event not only requires detailed planning, it also needs organised administration to
manage the paper trail. It’s very important to make sure that paperwork relating to the staging of the
event is well managed in the interest of accountability and transparency. It will also make it easier for
you to evaluate the event and plan for the next one.
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KEY STAKEHOLDERS
A key stakeholder is anyone who has a stake in the event. For example the committee, sponsors and
beneficiaries, trader representatives etc.
There are many ways to keep key stakeholders informed and involved in the planning and staging of
the event.
A series of planning meetings should be conducted well in advance of the event to allow time for
both planned and unexpected changes that may occur as a result of consultation. Use agendas and
minute your planning meetings to ensure records of discussions, decisions and actions are
maintained.
A briefing meeting should be conducted just prior to the event to clarify issues of emergency
procedures, traffic management, communication, security, public health and safety and access.
A post event de brief meeting should be conducted as part of the evaluation process and key
stakeholders shall be given a chance to provide feedback on their event experience – good or bad.

EVENT COORDINATION CENTRE
Depending on the size and nature of the event an event coordination centre may be required.
This centre is the operations and decisions making point for the organisers, staff and contractors
involved in the event. This is where information can be gained, problems solved and key documents
and plans kept.
Ideally the centre is powered so that computers and printers can be used during the event operations

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
Information centres can add a lot of value to an event. Participants and spectators can find out all
sorts of information that can really improve their experience at the event. The information centre can
provide general event enquires, event programs, information and contact point for lost children and
lost property

COMMUNICATING TO THE PUBLIC DURING THE EVENT
Regardless of the size of the event, you need to be able to communicate to the public and
participants at all times. This could be a megaphone, a public address system or via the speaker on
the stage
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THE EVENT ORGANISER TOOL KIT
An onsite events tool kit is invaluable, the kit should contain the following:



































Batteries
Cable ties
Cable tie cutter
Clipboards
Copy of event plan
Copy of site map
Calculator
Double adaptor
Extension cord
First aid kit
Gaffe tape
Gloves
Hazard tape
Highlighters
Incident reporting forms
Lighter
Lollies
Masking tape
Matches
Measuring tape
Mobile phone chargers
Mosquito repellent
Paper towel
Pens
Permanent marker
Plastic pockets
Roll of garbage bags
Scissors
Stanley knife
Sticky tape
Sun block
Spray and wipe
Torch
Wet ones
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MANAGING VOLUNTEERS
The use of volunteers to support the staging of an event is not only a great way to boost resources,
spread the workload and increase participation, it’s a fantastic way to maximise community
involvement.
It is vital that all volunteers are briefed prior to the event to be able to manage the tasks assigned to
them, have the appropriate training and be able to answer questions from the general public.
Volunteers should be very clear about their role, the reporting structure, the event program and the
emergency management procedures.
It is also the responsibility of the event organiser to look after every volunteer and ensure that the
roster and shift are fair, that they have access to food, water and weather protection.
The use of volunteers may require coverage under your insurance policies. Check with your insurance
provider.
For general information about the value of using volunteers at the event, contact:
Wyndham’s Volunteer Recruitment Officer
Sally Cooke
03 9742 8138
Sally.Cooke@wyndham.vic.gov.au
Volunteering Australia
www.volunteeringaustralia.org
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CREATING AN ACCESSIBLE EVENT
There are over four million people with a disability in Australia, which will represent a significant
proportion of your audience. In Wyndham, people with a disability make up 20% of the population,
so there is significant benefit in ensuring that you run an accessible and inclusive event.
An accessible event goes beyond ramps and toilets, and is a step in the right direction to ensuring
that people with a disability can participate and be involved in all activities.
There are many ways to ensure that your event is inclusive for everyone. Here are a few for you to
consider:











Signage and advertising: Ensure signage is clear and placed where someone in a seated position
could easily read it. Include directional arrows and use large print where the text stands out from
the background. When developing flyers or posters, consider having them available in alternative
formats e.g. large print or other languages.
Seating: Creating reserved seating areas near the front of your event or stage, with good viewing
and a good hearing distance away, will ensure people with mobility issues, older adults, or those
with a vision or hearing impairment will be able to be included. Consider having seating placed at
various locations throughout your event site.
Rest and recharge areas: A quieter area away from the main event allows people to take a break
and attend to any physical needs in a quiet and private area. You could also provide a power
source for people to recharge their scooter or mobility devices. Older adults often appreciate a
break and supplying some water or tea and coffee will often ‘recharge’ people too.
Matting: Accessible matting is a temporary plastic flooring that when placed together can be
used to create pathways or assembly areas on unstable ground. It also provides safe pathways
for people who use wheelchairs, scooters, walkers, prams, crutches, walking sticks or just find it
difficult to walk across soft grass in their heels!
Transport: Choose a location close to public transport. Consider providing a ‘drop off’ point near
the entrance. Where possible, provide accessible parking for people who use wheelchairs.
Toilets and ramps: Where possible, provide an accessible toilet for people who have mobility
issues. Check the toilet is working and free from stored equipment. Consider providing
temporary or portable ramps where steps are located.

For more information on how to increase the accessibility of your next event, the following links are
great resources and provide more in depth advice:
http://www.darebin.vic.gov.au/Files/AccessEnabledV3_2011.pdf

http://www.melton.vic.gov.au/Services/People/Living_with_a_disability/Being_part_of_the_commu
nity/Good_access
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SECTION FOUR
EVENT CONTACTS
The following contact details will be useful in helping you as the event organiser.
This list contains suggested companies that the Wyndham City major events team use on a regular
basis and will be updated yearly

WYNDHAM MAJOR EVENTS TEAM
Events Department
03 9742 0902
events@wyndham.vic.gov.au

OCCUPANCY PERMIT
Wyndham Building Services Unit
Frank Toniato
03 9742 0712
Frank.Toniato@wyndham.vic.gov.au

OPEN SPACE APPLICATION
Wyndham City Presentation and Recreation
Debra Jeffery
03 9742 0892
Debra.Jeffery@wyndham.vic.gov.au

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Werribee Police
Major Events Liaison
03 9742 9444
ben.jarman@police.vic.gov.au
Werribee Fire Brigade
0417 034380
firewells@bigpond.com
Ambulance (Events)
Jo Holland
9090 5909
Events@ambulance.vic.gov.au

INFECTION CONTROL
Department of Human Services
1300 650 172
03 9096 0000
www.dhs.vic.gov.au

STREET TRADER
Environmental Health Unit
03 9742 0738
ehadmin@wyndham.vic.gov.au

VOLUNTEERING
Wyndham’s Volunteer Recruitment Officer
Sally Cooke
03 9742 8138
Sally.Cooke@wyndham.vic.gov.au
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

WATER & TOILETS

Deploy Traffic Managment
Damien Petrie
03 9879 7422
damien@deployms.com.au

Water Stations
Melbourne Water
03 9742 9264
christopher.lunardi@melbournewater.com.au

PARKING MANAGEMENT

Toilets
Splashdown
03 9314 6700
jenny@splashdown.com.au

Wyndham Roatary
Eddie Szatkowski
0418 878 058

AUDIO VISUAL & POWER
INFRASTRUCTURE
Temp Fencing
1300 Temp Fencing
1300 836 733
info@1300tempfence.com.au
Coolroom Hire
AK Coolroom Hire
03 9337 8662
akcoolroomhire@iprimus.com.au

STAGE, MARQUEE, FLOORING, TABLES
Excel Events
03 9394 1013
nicole@excelevents.com.au
Werribee Party Hire
03 9360 9384
info@werribeepartyhire.com.au

SHUTTLE SERVICES
Squires Coaches
03 9748 5094
info@squirescoaches.com.au

Optical Audio Productions
03 9318 0603
jason@oaproductions.com.au
Event Power Solutions
1300 026 066
mark@eventpowersolutions.com.au

FIRST AID
EventAid Pty Ltd
1300 79 55 99
cgb@event-aid.com.au
St Johns Ambulance Australia
03 8588 8352
geteventfirstaid@stjohnvic.com.au

FIREWORKS
Howard & Sons Pyrotechnics Pty Ltd
03 5931 3433
rusty@howardsfireworks.com.au

SECURITY
MA Security
03 9994 4107
micky@masecurityguards.com.au
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